1 reveals through the eyes of different authors how new media technologies such as emails, text messaging, and social networking sites impact the electioneering process. Panagopoulos demonstrates that for political campaigns to remain in touch with technology's ever-changing effect on the political landscape, campaigns and strategists must learn to embrace these new opportunities while not neglecting traditional methods of political campaigning. He proposes the underlying theme behind the book by noting that the "current state of technology and new media foreshadow a future of campaigns and elections in which the tech-savvy will be rewarded. Those by dissatisfaction with Lieberman to form a network that was parallel to a traditional political party. The study boldly illustrated that the blogging around the dissatisfaction generated from one kiss laid the foundation for an insurgent campaign, which Lamont was successfully able to take advantage of.
However, while the case studies, on their own, possessed some profound insight on the amalgamation of politics and technology, Panagopoulos fails with the organization and structure of the book. Although he attempts to divide the book into sections that focus on a different aspect of the relationship between technology and politics, he falls into the trap of providing repetitive information to the readers albeit from a different case study. The growth of new social media tactics in politics is a fairly new phenomenon and therefore, the amount of information and examples that can be utilized to illustrate this intertwining relationship are few and far between. This is prevalent as many of the case studies focus on the same campaigns such as those of in. Panagopoulos tried to offer a broad variety of viewpoints on the interplay between politics and technology, but essentially ended up misconstruing his offer. This was in part because many of his selected case studies provided the same underlying point regarding the effectiveness of each form of new social media. So, although the premise for each case study may be different, the reader is left feeling as though he is reading a book on repeat.
Much like the disarray of the structure of the book, the section relaying the international perspective of technology used in politics seemed to be out of place. Panagopoulos introduced case studies pertaining to only two countries and even though the purpose for showing the international viewpoint is noteworthy, he left the reader wanting an additional case study.
Perhaps, if he had selected one more international case study in place of one on online fundraising, then he would have achieved a balanced outlook.
Despite these criticisms, Politicking Online: The Transformation of Election Campaign
Communications does offer an informed overview on the Internet as a groundbreaking campaign strategy. The relationship between politics and new social media is a modern phenomenon that certainly needs to be addressed, and Panagopoulos does a decent job of laying out the groundwork for a more concise book in the future. This book is very much an introductory piece for those readers who are interested in learning about the effects of a new campaign strategy and enjoy repetition in order to recall the important points. However, underneath the confusion and tautology of theories, there are some great anecdotal campaign stories that any lover of politics will genuinely appreciate.
